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I. INTRODUCTION

Resolution XIV adopted by the Twenty-fourth International 
Conference of the Red Cross noted that though torture is 
condemned and forbidden by international humanitarian law and 
other instruments relating to human rights and the general 
principles of International law, it continues to be practised to 
an alarming extent in many countries. Basically, the resolution 
urged governments of all States, international organizations 
concerned, the National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, 
the League and the ICRC to make greater efforts to ensure 
universal respect for these prohibitions and support for all 
practical measures against torture.

The Resolution appealed to National Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Societies as well as to the League to enhance public 
awareness of and support for the struggle against torture and 
to support all efforts, in particular those of the International 
Comittee of the Red Cross, designed to prevent and eliminate 
torture.

The Resolution also requested the United Nations to 
expedite the adoption of an international convention against 
torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment, stating that the convention should include provision 
for the effective supervision of its application.

Resolution XV of the same Conference recognized the need to 
provide assistance to the victims of torture, in a purely humani
tarian spirit, and welcomed the efforts made by the United Na
tions to establish a Voluntary Fund for the victims of torture in 
order to extend humanitarian, legal and financial aid to people 
whose fundamental rights had been violated as a result of tortu
re.

t t * * *
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II. LAW AGAINST TORTURE

Torture is forbidden by Public International Law. Most natio
nal legislation also forbids torture explicitly or implicitly.

2.1 The Prohibition of Torture in International Law

Various human rights conventions forbid torture, e.g. :

the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 
of December 16, 1966, (art. 7);

- the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedom, November 1950 (art. 3);

- the American Convention on Human Rights, of November 22, 
1969 (art. 5);

- International Humanitarian Law applicable to armed con
flict forbids the practice of torture in both interna
tional and non-international armed conflicts : the four 
Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 condemn all forms of 
torture (Convention I, art. 12; Convention II, art.12; 
Convention III, art. 13, 17 and 87; Convention IV, art. 32; 
Art. 3, (I) (a) common to the four Conventions).

Torture carried out in an international conflict constitutes 
a war crime (Convention I, art. 50; Convention II, art. 51; Conven
tion III, art 130; Convention IV, art. 147).

The two additional Protocols of 1977 reaffirm and extend 
this protection; article 75 of Protocol I applies to all cate
gories of victims of international armed conflicts, and article 4 
of Protocol II to victims of internal conflict situations.

* » * * *
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III. DEVELOPMENTS
SINCE THE TWENTY-FOURTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

3.1 The United Nations Convention Against Torture and Other 
Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment

Since the Twenty-fourth International Red Cross Conference, 
and after 7 years of negotiations, the United Nations General 
Assembly, on 10 Décembre 1984, adopted by consensus the Conven
tion against torture and other cruel, inhuman and degrading 
treatment or punishment.

The Convention obliges the States party to it to prevent 
torture in territories under their jurisdiction and to make tor
ture an illegal act under penal law. Under no circumstances can 
war, emergency, orders from superiors or other motives be invok
ed to justify torture. In case of contravention, States acquire 
universal jurisdiction.

3.2 Principles of Medical Ethics

On 10 December 1982, the 37th General Assembly of the United 
Nations formally adopted the Principles of Medical Ethics drawn 
up jointly by the World Health Organization and the Council for 
International Organizations of Medical Sciences. The second of 
these principles applies to the role of health personnel, par
ticularly doctors, in the protection of prisoners and detainees 
against torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment 
of punishment. It states that "it is a gross contravention 
of medical ethics as well as an offence under applicable 

• international instruments, for health personnel, particu
larly physicians, to engage actively or passively, in acts 
which constitute participation in conflicts, or incitement 
to or attempts to commit torture or other cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment or punishment".

There can be no derogation from these Principles on any 
ground whatsoever, including a state of emergency.
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3.3 Draft of European Convention Against Torture

In response to a proposal by Switzerland, the Council of 
Europe is studying the question of drawing up a convention on 
the protection of persons deprived of their freedom and against 
torture and inhuman or degrading punishment or treatment. The 
emphasis of the convention would be placed on prevention.

3.4 Other Action Taken Against Torture

Various institutions have become increasingly active in the 
international fight against torture, e.g.:

- Amnesty International’s thorough work has shown what forms 
of torture exist and has defined a "torture syndrome" 
(See for instance, "Torture in the Eighties", London, 
1984).

- In 1981, an international centre for rehabilitation of 
torture victims was established by the Faculty of Medicine 
of the University of Copenhagen, with the financial 
assistance of the Danish government. Similar institutions 
have since been founded in Canada and Sweden.

- In 1984, the Medical Society of the World Health Organi
zation and the Geneva Medical Society sponsored a multi
discipline symposium, attended by representatives from the 
Red Cross and the media, in order to underline the gravity 
of the situation and to bring it to the attention of a 
wider public as well as the international medical commu
nity.

» t « » *
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IV. THE LEAGUE’S ACTION AND NATIONAL SOCIETIES* ACTION 
AGAINST TORTURE

Unfortunately, the practice of torture is not limited to 
wartime conditions, and inhuman forms of treatment or punishment 
are carried out under a variety of non-conflict situations and 
social stresses.

Several National Societies, sensitize the population against 
this phenomenon and the League continues to disseminate appro
priate information on these abhorrent and undefendable practi
ces. Furthermore, some National Societies have taken concrete 
steps to assist the victims of torture by financing medical 
treatment and rehabilitation.

The Swedish Red Cross rehabilitation centre for tortured 
refugees in Stockholm, started in 1985, aims at reducing the 
after-effects of torture by treating the physical and mental 
wounds afflicting the victims and their families and re
establishing their dignity and self-respect, thus giving 
them what they need to lead normal lives, physically, men
tally and socially.

* » » » *
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V. WHAT THE ICRC IS DOING TO COMBAT TORTURE

The ICRC has a special role in the fight against torture by 
virtue of its mandate to visit detainees and prisoners of war. In 
the course of its activities during conflicts and, particularly, 
internal disturbances and tensions, the ICRC has visited about 
500’000 detainees in over 90 countries since the Second World 
War. It was able to visit these persons in their place of deten
tion and interview them freely and without witnesses. During 
these visits, delegates have met many victims of torture.

The ICRC has thus been in a position to carry out a conti
nuous analysis of the problem, attempting to grasp it, to deter
mine its effects and to provide ICRC delegates with more effec
tive means of combating this form of violence.

5.1 The Features of Torture

The special position of the ICRC has enabled it to perceive 
the phenomenon of torture in context, and especially to take note 
of the circumstances in which it is practised, the intentions of 
those who inflict it and who tolerate or encourage it, and the 
effects on its victims.

On very common characteristic is a cloak of silence surround
ing the practice, broken only by occasional protests from vic
tims.

The little news of torture which does leak out, moreover, 
benefits those who practise or authorize it by producing terror 
which discourages any attempt at opposition by relatives or 
friendB of the victims or by the public in general. In this 
respect torture is little different from enforced disappea
rance, which in any case is what often results.
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The secrecy surrounding it and the rumours that it engenders 
mean that torture is difficult to bring to light. This is made 
all the more difficult by the further fact that the victims of 
torture perceive it subjectively. The traumatic effect of a 
single act or situation may vary considerably from one person to 
another.

Moreover, new forms ot torture have been developed which 
leave no trace or veritable sequelae. Despite this, the 
psychological effects may never disappear even though their 
connection with specific acts of torture or known torturers is 
difficult to establish with certainty.

5.2 ICRC Activities

In general terms, the ICRC’s visits to persons deprived of 
their liberty provide it with the most effective method of 
improving its efforts to prevent torture.

The purpose of the visits carried out by the ICRC is purely 
humanitarian : the delegates study the treatment of de
tainees and their material and psychological conditions of 
detention, provide detainees with relief items when required 
and, if necessary, ask the authorities to rectify the pro
blems detected.

The visits are preceded and followed by interviews at various 
levels, in particular with officials of the detention centre, and 
conclude with confidential reports to the government concerned.

In order to preserve its effectiveness and credibility, the 
ICRC sets the following conditions for its visits. Its delegates 
must be allowed :
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to see all the detaineed and interview them freely and 
without witness;

- to have access to all places of detention;

- to repeat their visits according to need.

In addition, the ICRC generally ask to be given a list of the 
detainees or to be allowed to make one.

The ICRC feels it imperative to take action as soon as pos
sible since it is in the days immediately following arrest that 
the risk of torture is greatest.

When reports concerning practices which might constitute 
torture are made to delegates, the ICRC not only forwards the 
information to the detaining authorities, but also attempts to 
gain a general view of the situation, both in the individual pla
ce of detention and in the territory as a whole.

It further endeavours to scrutinize prison practices that may 
at first glance appear fairly innocuous but whose long-term ef
fects on those subjected to them in fact constitute torture.

Sometimes torture forms part of deliberate government policy; 
but it often follows action outside the government’s control or 
even its knowledge.

In all cases, the ICRC spares no effort, making official 
representations to prison and government authorities to denounce 
in no uncertain terms acts of torture which it has discovered and 
to make the authorities aware of their responsibility concerning 
the serious long-term psychological damage that may result from 
such practices.



For greater effectiveness, the ICRC does its best to proceed 
meticulously on the subject of torture, chiefly by collecting all 
information capable of supporting its systematic and stringent 
representations to the authorities.

In every case, the ICRC delegates try to get a clear 
view of what is really happening to establish whether ill- 
treatment is systematic, occasional or accidental, whether 
it is committed by certain services or authorities and not 
by others, and whether it occurs in some places of detention 
rather than others.

After that, it is essentially through continuous dialogue 
with the authorities that the ICRC attempts to stop torture and, 
ideally, to have the practice abolished. Though at times it may 
make no headway, often the authorities concerned come to realize 
that torture taints the States in which it is practised and in 
the end cannot fail to damage their interests.

True, it is difficult to measure the effects of the ICRC’s 
efforts, just as it is impossible to calculate human suffering, 
but there is no doubt that approximately 19.000 visits to 1.100 
places of detention since 1981 have led, in some cases, to tor
ture being stopped and, in others, to its being prevented or 
restrained. Until it has been eliminated totally, the fight 
against torture will continue to be one of the ICRC’s main tasks.


